### NASP Target Replacement Items, 3D, Paper Faces, Etc.

**NASP, Inc.**  
W4285 Lake Drive  
Waldo, WI 53093

**Phone:** (920) 523-6040  
**Fax:** (920) 523-6042

**Email:** orders@naspschools.org  
www.naspschools.org

---

**Part Number** | **Item** | **Qty** | **Price** | **Extended Price**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
19110 | Replacement Cover (Free shipping if 4 are ordered) BLOCK | Ea | $22/each |
19111 | Replacement Cover | Ea | Shipping for Covers $5 per cover 1-3 covers ordered | $5/each |
19120 | 3D Coyote Target (stand not included) | Ea | $255/each |
19121 | 3D Alert Deer Target (stand not included) | Ea | $464/each |
19122 | 3D Antelope Target (stand not included) | Ea | $437/each |
19123 | 3D Cinnamon Bear Target (stand not included) | Ea | $458/each |
19124 | 3D Standing Stone Sheep Target (stand not included) | Ea | $464/each |
19125 | 3D Alert Turkey Target (stand not included) | Ea | $214/each |
19126 | 3D Coyote Set of all 6 targets (stands not included) | Ea | $2,274/set |
19111 | 3D Alert Deer Insert | Ea | $88/each |
19113 | 3D Standing Stone Sheep Insert | Ea | $92/each |
19114 | 3D Cinnamon Bear Insert | Ea | $106/each |
19115 | 3D Alert Turkey Insert | Ea | $74/each |
19116 | 3D Coyote Insert | Ea | $63/each |
10924 | BCY 30' x 10' w/ carrying bag GREEN | Ea | $366/net |
10925 | BCY 50' x 10' GREEN | Ea | $565/net |
19117 | 3D Stands - set of 6 stands | Ea | $188/set |
19118 | 3D Stand - Turkey | Ea | $35/stand |
19119 | 3D Stand - Medium (used for the other 5 animals) | Ea | $35/stand |
19121 | NASP Insert (red and yellow rings, painted 1 side) | Ea | $60/each |
19122 | NASP Insert Red Rings (painted 1 side, outer red rings only) | Ea | $50/each |
19123 | NASP Insert Yellow Rings (painted 1 side, inner yellow rings only) | Ea | $22/each |
11380 | Repair Kit | Ea | $47/each |

**All prices include shipping to a commercial address in the lower 48 States unless otherwise indicated**

---
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**Part Number** | **Item Description** | **Qty** | **Price** |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
19165 | Archery Curtain Rod and Hooks (30 hooks included) | Ea | $45/each |
19166 | Hooks (30 qty) | Ea | $30/each |
19167 | Genesis poundage gauges (4 pack) | Ea | $64/pack |
19134 | 80cm Polypropylene Target Face | Ea | $9.00/each |
19145 | 5 Spot Polypropylene Target Face | Ea | $9.00/each |
19149 | Golf Game Polypropylene Target Face | Ea | $9.00/each |
19150 | Baseball Game Polypropylene Target Face | Ea | $9.00/each |
19168 | 3D IBO Tourn Size Two Sided Ram Polypropylene Target Face | Ea | $25.00/each |
19169 | 3D IBO Tourn Size Two Sided Coyote Polypropylene Target | Ea | $25.00/each |
19170 | 3D IBO Tourn Size Two Sided Deer Polypropylene Target | Ea | $25.00/each |
19171 | 3D IBO Tourn Size Two Sided Turkey Polypropylene Target | Ea | $25.00/each |
19172 | 3D IBO Tourn Size Two Sided Bear Polypropylene Target | Ea | $25.00/each |
19173 | 3D IBO Tourn Size Two Sided Antelope Polypropylene Target | Ea | $25.00/each |

*All prices include shipping to a commercial address in the lower 48 States unless otherwise indicated.*
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***You can buy other animal and 3D IBO polypropylene target faces directly from Morrell.***

**Sales tax will be added in KY, WI, OH, WA, and MD if sales tax exemption certificate is not rec’d.***